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epresentatives from all
over the world are all
smile and happy after
landing at Suvarnabhumi
airport, Bangkok, safe and sound.
Approximately 85 teams arrived in
Bangkok starting from late night on
July 7th to the very end of the day
on July 10th. Even though some
teams were clearly weary from
their long flight. They all remained
calm, collect and friendly. Surprisingly most of them had many general ideas about Thailand and they
are eager to meet other competitors at the start of IPhO 42 – the
42nd International Physics Olympiad in Thailand.
“The land of smile” is the most
popular answer when the reporter
asked them what it was they knew
about Thailand prior to their arrival. The close second is “Thai
food.” Tom Yum Kung, the shrimp
variety of the spicy and sour, flavourful soup of Tom Yum was men-

tioned as the most favourite
dish the student participants
crave. This answer should not
come as a surprise since Thailand was listed as having ‘the
best street food on the planet’
by one of UK’s travel magazines.
Moreover, some of them
had visited Thailand more than
once. “I’d been here three years
ago with my friends and I went
to Jatujak” said Syazwani, a contestant from Brunei, where she
referred to the most famous
daytime shopping market locating in downtown Bangkok.
The general atmosphere at
the airport was one of optimistic and cheerful. The question
remains whether the high spirit
would continue to uphold after
July 12th, the first day of the
theoretical exam.
Proudpisut Sang-ou-thai

“First step to reclamation”
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nlookers at Suvarnabhumi airport would notice youngsters of diverse nationalities carry flags of
their own country with cheerful
and confident smile. These teenagers come with one common goal:
to bring back the gold medals from
the 42nd International Physics
Olympiad competition.
Were the arrival time any indication of the preparation the team
has undertaken, the American
and Australian teams would certainly bring home the golds. They
were the first to arrive, on the seventh of July. The following day,
seven countries arrived. July the
10th saw the arrival of ten more
teams.
“Arrival is the first step to reclamation” said Andrew (USA). “We
are here to make sure that we
avoid unfavorable circumstances”
he added. He highlighted his readiness further by reciting the
weather forecast of Bangkok for
the next few days.
To be a representative of his/
her country, to an outsider, one

must spend countless hours cramming the books or working in a
lab, and would never have time for
something else... like sports. Perhaps they could afford a light version like frisbee. “Rugby is a man’s
sport” said Franco, an Argentinean
contestant in response to his
teammates’ perception that frisbee
is a sport. “I play rugby in school”
he added, and exuded the confidence of an open challenge to anyone.

Franco of Argentina

“I won a badminton tournament,” said Dominic of Switzerland grinning, to which the scenario in his mind must have been
that he would be able to beat anyone who would challenge him in
the competition.
Dr. Hans Jordens, President of
IPhO, arrived on the 9th, the same
day as team Bosnia, Georgia, Iceland, Iran, Spain, Sweden, Turkey
and Ukraine. “I wish you the best
and that your dreams come true,”
were his blessings to all the eager
contestants as the beginning of the
competition looms near.

Dominic of Switzerland

Kawin Liampisan

“I am glad to be back,”
President Jordens (right).

USA, the first to arrive!
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A Must-Know:
Before Your Trip To Wat (temple)
Personal appearance is very important
in Thailand as a measure of respect to
other people, you will find that dressing appropriately means that you are
shown more respect in return.

Georgia

It is best to play it safe with wats and
other sacred sites in Thailand; your
dress should be unambiguously modest and cover your entire torso and
most of your limbs. For men, ankle-length pants are mandatory; on top, t
-shirts are acceptable, though a button-front or polo shirt would be best.
Many recommend that women wear only full length dresses and skirts;
you should make sure that your clothing covers at least your shoulders
and your knees and some places may require that you wear ankle-length
pants or skirts and long sleeved tops. Shorts and sleeveless shirts are
highly inappropriate, as are short skirts. The rules are even more strict
for foreign visitors, so even if you see a local in shorts it's not OK for
everyone. Taking off one's shoes at temples is also mandatory.

Iceland
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Iran

Slovenia

Program for Today

CHALLENGE

July 11, 2011

For Leaders, Observers & Visitors

With one banknote
and one coin, can
you put the coin on
the tip of the half
folded note?

For students

Find solution in Facebook:
Harmonics in Fizzy
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